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Chapter 1, Introduction:

Website Link: https://chessaiblog.wordpress.com
Twitter account: https://twitter.com/Chess_AI?lang=en
Repository: http://jseye001@gitlab.doc.gold.ac.uk/jseye001/
Chess_AI_Final_Project.git

Artificial intelligence is reproduction of human intelligence by machine. 
Any device which observes its environment and operation based on 
processes like learning (Learning of informations and taking dissuasion 
based on that) and reasoning (using rules to reach the goal that has 
been give to programme).[1]  Artificial intelligence can be used for a 
variety of programmes some of websites also use AI. For example 
Facebook uses Artificial intelligence in order to update the user 
newsfeed, recently they added a new AI in order to remove hateful 
comments.[2] One other great example of the use of Artificial 
intelligence is in Amazon website, one the most popular online sopping 
websites. Amazon uses AI in order to show relevant ads to their 
customers based on their purchase history and items which they have 
checked. Amazon also uses AI in their new device called Amazon Echo. 
The AI, called Alexa, is an intelligent personal assistant, and is capable 
of voice recognition. You are able to make music playback or play a 
song. Alexa is also able to provide real time information like weather or 
traffic [3]. One of the new examples of the use of Artificial intelligence is 
for autonomous driving cars like Tesla. Artificial intelligence is the most 
important part in autonomous vehicles. The car uses camera and 
sensors in order to collect information and understand its surrounding 
environment and uses these data to make decisions [4]. Both Google 
and Tesla have showed huge interest in this filed [5]. Tesla recently 
showed a video in which a fully autonomous Tesla drove itself around 
the town [6]. Autonomous driving have always been one of the main 
focuses of Tesla for marketing. In general the some of the most popular 
uses of artificial intelligence in applications are in speech recognition, 
machine vision and expert system. 

Artificial intelligence has been a part of video games since the early 
days. It is one of the key components that makes video games 
challenging and interesting. There are many different varieties of AI in 
games. Artificial intelligence has come a long way in gaming industry 
from the early days, in which AI was used for creating simple challenges 

https://chessaiblog.wordpress.com
https://twitter.com/Chess_AI?lang=en


for players. One of the great examples of AI in older games is the first 
Mario game. The game had a simple AI that enabled the player to move 
back and forth in order to create challenge for the player. The AI in 
gaming has enormously improved over the years with the improvement 
of technology. As we see in most of AAA title games today, AI is being 
used in order to generate human-like intelligence, like first person 
shooter games. Artificial intelligence not only is used to create challenge 
for the player, but also the developers have used them in order to make 
the game world more alive. For example, in a game like Grand Theft 
Auto, NPCs have AI which make them have human like intelligence. 
This helps the player feel more connected to the world and have a better 
experience while playing [7].

For my third year project I wanted to research different aspects of AI. I 
chose to work on Artificial Intelligence for chess game. One of the great 
examples of chess playing computer is Deep Blue, which was the first 
computer chess playing system to defeat a ruling world champion (Deep 
Blue was developed by IBM) [8]. One of my inspirations for this was 
watching the AlphaGo match.  AlphaGo is an AI for board game Go 
develop by Google, it was the first programme to beat a human 
professional Go player.[9]

My aim for this project was to implement an Artificial Intelligence for 
chess. Additionally, I wanted to understand different aspects of the AI, 
and develop a deeper knowledge of how it works. My final aim was to 
find the key components needed for implementing AI for chess.

I have chosen java as my programming language for implementing my 
Chess AI. I have used the software development platform for java called 
Netbeans [10]. In order to run the programme you can download the 
programme file from provided repository link at the top. They are two 
ways to run the programme first the easier way is to open the folder 
called “Chess_AI” then go to folder called “dist” then click on 
“Chess_AI.jar” file the programme should run. Note that you need to 
instal java on your computer in order to run the programme. If you don’t 
have java on your computer you can download it from java website.[11]



If you run the programme successfully you should get the flowing 
window.  

The second way to run the application is to download the Netbeans 
application and then click on file, go to new project and select 
“Chess_AI” file.



Once you open the file you need to select Alpha_beta class and then 
click on run (the green arrow at the top bar). 

Chapter 2, Research, background and context:

Inventions of machines that can play chess dates back to 1700s. Digital 
computers provided a great opportunity for rapid increase in chess 
programs on the computers. The characteristics of an AI chess program, 
are the data structure of the board, the search algorithms for each 
specific piece to identify possible moves for that piece, and an overall 
search algorithm to find the best possible move for the player. There is 
also an evaluation process to determine the value of a board position.
[12]

One of the most famous victory of chess computer was Deep Blue when 
it beat the world chess champion Grray Kasparov in 1997 [13]. 
Commercial chess AI have improved a lot; they managed to win against 
world best players since 2005. Even chess AI running on commercial 
devices like mobile phones have been able to defeat some of the world’s 
strongest players [14].

Computer chess have surpassed humans and now the machines are 
competing among themselves. Computer chess engines are getting 
better at a much faster rate than before. Some of the best commercial 
chess AI programmes are the following: Gull3(Rating:3214), Fire 
5(rating:3229), Houdini 5(Rating:3277), Stockfish 8(Rating:3318) and 
finally the current world best chess computer Komodo 11(Rating:3310)
[15].

Komodo is currently the leading commercial programme. Komodo has 
won the World computer Software Championship and the World 
Computer Chess championship [16]. Roman Dzindzichashvili has said 
the following about Komodo AI:

“I am extremely impressed by Komodo's play. I watched and analysed 
every game and it was absolutely flawless positional chess, the likes of 
which has never been seen before by an engine or human.”[17]



In Komodo chess AI the main focus is on the evaluation process unlike 
other programme which tend to focus more on depth. In situations 
where other chess algorithms struggle to find a possible move, Komodo 
plans ahead, can make progress and reach victory.[18]

Unlike Komodo the Stockfish chess engine heavily relies on its deep 
search. It uses a complex alpha-beta and Bitboard for board 
representation.[19]

Some of the main techniques that are used in Chess AI are the 
following:

Game tree search: In chess game, the tree is a graph in which the 
edges are the moves and the nodes are the position. Usually in game 
with short amount of probability you can go trough all of the options in 
order to find the best answer. However in a game like chess, there are 
1000 possibilities for a pair of move (both black and white). In total the 
number of possibilities are somewhere around 10 to the power of 120 
which is known as Shannon number [20]. So when we are conducting 
search in chess game tree, we search a partial part of game tree using 
techniques like minimax algorithms. We don’t go trough all the possible 
options, usually the programme goes through the search based on 
number of depth that has been set for the programme. Searching high 
number of depth can slow down your programme due to the large 
search tree.

Minimax: Most of the time Minimax get used in decision based game. 
Minimax is decision based theory in which we minimise the possible 
loss. Minimax algorithm:

i =  is the index of the player of interest.
_i denotes all other players except player i.
a{i} is the action taken by player i.
a{_i} denotes the actions taken by all other players.
v{I} is the value function of player i.[21]



We calculate the score of each move based on the worst move that 
opponent can do. It’s because in chess we need to take account both 
players. If we simply pick the best possible moves that we can take 
without taking to account the other player’s move, we will end up taking 
bad decisions.

Alpha-beta pruning: Alpha-beta pruning is a commonly used search 
algorithm in chess AIs. Majority of the world’s best chess AIs, which I 
mentioned before use this searching algorithm. Alpha-beta pruning is a 
similar to Minimax however the algorithm attempts to decreases the 
number of nodes that are evaluated compare to minimax. While 
evaluating a move the search stops when you find at least one 
possibility that shoes the move to be worse than previously examined 
move. There is no need to evaluate such moves further. The search 
algorithm prunes away the branches that cannot possibly influence the 
final move. The benefit of using Alpha-beta over minimax is that the 
branches of the search tree that cannot give us the result which we are 
looking for get eliminated. Therefore it is more efficient because we only 
search trough branches of tree that are useful for us. Also it can search 
in further depth compared to minimax and obtain better results [22].



One of the examples of recent development in board games AI is 
AlphaGo an AI which is developed by Google for board game name 
“GO”. Go is a two player board game in which the aim is to surround 
more territory than the opponent [23].

AlphaGo is the first Computer Go programme that beat a professional 
Go player on a full size board [24]. AlphaGo uses a Monte Carlo tree 
search algorithm which analyses most promising moves based on the 
knowledge that was previously learned through machine learning. 
AlphaGo uses deep learning machine learning method which focuses on 
learning data representation [25]. The algorithm uses data from both 
human and computer play.

AlphaGo is a great example of what future of AI for games would look 
like. The underlying techniques which are important and will be used 
more in future in AI for games are Monte Carlo Tree Search, Deep 
Learning (Neural  Network) and Reinforcement learning.

The basic idea of Monte Carlo Tree Search is selection, expansion, 
simulation and finally back propagation. MCTS is a search tree built, 
node by node, based on the simulated payout outcome [26].



Deep Neural Network is a machine learning based on learning data 
representation, it is not single task specific learning. For example, it can 
be used in image recognition [27].

In Reinforcement learning, in order to maximise the performance, it 
allows the software to aromatically specify the ideal behaviour based on 
a specific context [28].

AlphaGo uses a combination of these techniques in order to achieve its 
goal.

Chapter 3, Design:

My vision for this project was to implement the key components needed 
for chess artificial intelligence. The first one is our data structure of the 
board, the chess pieces are being used in the most part of our 
programme. Examples for this in the AI search algorithm are Alpha-beta 
pruning and evaluation function. We represent the role for each piece 
(king, queen, rooks, bishops, knights, pawns). Additionally, we need to 
specify the colour of pieces because it is necessary to know what colour 
the pieces are for our search algorithms. The board data structure 
should contain the location of each piece on the board, whose turn it is 
to move and other relevant information. There are different types of data 
structure that can be used for representing the chess pieces on the 
board. The names of some of these data structures are Piece lists, Array 



based, Bitboard, Stream-based, Huffman encoding and Forsyth 
Edwards Notation.

After implementing the data structure the most important part is our AI 
for the search algorithms.There are six unique pieces in chess and each 
of them have its own set of moments and rules. We need to design an 
algorithm for each of them. The algorithm should look trough the board 
and find the possible move which that piece can take.  

Each chess piece acts as it is explained below:

 Pawn:
 -  Can only directly forward one square, with two exceptions.
 -  Move directly forward two squares on their first move only.
 -  Move diagonally forward when capturing an opponent's chess piece.
 -  Once a pawn chess piece reaches the other side of the chess board,       
the player may change the pawn in for any other chess piece if they  
choose, except another king.

Rook:
- Can move backward, forward, left or right at any time.
- Can move anywhere from 1 to 7 squares in any direction, so long as it 

is not blocked by any other piece.

Knight:
- Can move backward, forward, left or right two squares and must then   

move one square in either vertical direction.
- Can only move to one of up to eight positions on the board.
- Can move to any position not already inhabited by another piece of 

the same colour.
- Can skip over any other piece to reach its destination position.

Bishop:
- Can move in any direction diagonally, so long as it is not obstructed  

by another piece.
- Cannot move past any piece that is obstructing its path.
- Can take any other piece on the board that is within its bounds of 

movement



Queen:
- Can move in any direction on a straight or diagonal path.
- Cannot "jump" over any piece on the board, so its movements are 

restricted to any direction of unoccupied squares.
- Can be used to capture any of your opponent's pieces on the board.

King:
-  Piece can move one single square in any direction.
- Cannot move onto a square that is currently occupied by a piece from 

its own team
- Piece cannot move to any square that puts them into a "check" 

position.

The next part of Artificial intelligence for our programme is the search 
engine to find the best move between all the possible moves. Minimax 
algorithm and Alpha-beta pruning are two of these methods. Alphabeta 
pruning is an efficient searching algorithm. Compared to minimax tree 
Alpha-beta pruning is much more efficient. We need to have an 
evaluation function as well, evaluation function assigns each piece value 
and later our programme will decide based on these values (for example 
the bishop value is more than the pawn). One thing to note is that the 
size of search tree for best possible moves in chess is so big that no 
programme can go trough all of the options, what most programmes do 
is that they go through one over forth of the search tree in order to find 
the best possible moves. The chess AIs usually look two or three moves 
ahead in order the minimise the lost chance. 



Chapter 4, Methods:

For my data structure I have used double array in order to represent the 
chess board.

As you can see in the picture the role of each piece has been 
represented,

King—> a , A
Queen —> q , Q
Rooks —> r , R
Bishops —> b , B
Knights —> k , K
Pawns —> p , P

Lower case letters represent black chess pieces, and the capital letters 
represent white chess pieces.

This is our data structure of the board, which holds the location of each 
piece. Furthermore, it can also check which spots are empty in the 
board. This data structure will later be used on our artificial intelligence 
in the search algorithm when we try to find the possible moves.

For the search algorithm, you have to programme each piece uniquely; 
specifically because each of the flowing pieces (King, Qurrn, Rooks, 
Bishops, Knights, Pawns) have their own specific rules. In our search 
algorithm you need to exactly define the specific pattern that each piece 
can move and then check to see if the space empty. If it was empty it 
counts as a possible move. If it was occupied by the enemy piece and 



you could attack the enemy, you will take the enemy’s chess pieces. 
This still counts as a valid possible moves (i.e., the attack version). But if 
the location that we are considering was occupied by one of the player 
pieces, it will not be a valid possible move and you can not move to that 
position.

Next stop is Alpha-beta pruning:

Here is the basic idea for Alpha-beta
function alphabeta(node, depth, α, β, maximizingPlayer)
    if depth = 0 or node is a terminal node
         return the heuristic value of node
      if maximizingPlayer
          v := -∞
          for each child of node
              v := max(v, alphabeta(child, depth – 1, α, β, FALSE))
              α := max(α, v)
              if β ≤ α
                  break (* β cut-off *)
          return v
      else
         v := +∞
         for each child of node
             v := min(v, alphabeta(child, depth – 1, α, β, TRUE))
             β := min(β, v)
             if β ≤ α
                 break (* α cut-off *)
         return v



Next we add our evaluation function, we make decision based on these
values.

Chapter 5, Evaluation:

For testing the software first I checked my data structure to see if it is 
working with and can recognise my searching algorithm.The programme 
gives all the possible moves based on the given example for example in 
here the possible moves are the following. 

Chess piece that is 5(row)0(column) can move to 4(r)0(c) or 4(r)1(c) or 
5(r)1(c).

After that I checked that my searching algorithms for finding the best 
possible moves are working correctly. I had to debug my code in this 
process several times because going through each possible location for 
each piece can sometimes get complicated and the programme would 
wrongly check locations which it was not possible to move to for that 
specific piece. However with tests and trials I managed to fix these 
problems. 

First part of testing my code was to try different values in my programme 
and check if the possible results which I got from the programme were 
correct.

Second part was testing the logic check to see all the movements are 
defined correctly and programme follows the chess logic. 



In the third part I checked my Alpha-beta pruning algorithm to see if 
different parts of my code could communicate with each other correctly.

Forth I checked my programme graphics to check if mouse click and 
drag are working correctly, and to make sure all the board poisons are 
defined correctly. 

The last part was evaluation for movability of pieces, checking the final 
chess laws like checkmate and stalemate.

Play testing:

When you run the programme first you need to play the first move 



Then after that you can start playing, you need to click on the piece 
which you want you to move then drag it to available position. Note that 
the programme does not show the available position to the player.

I have play tested the game with a number of people. Here are some of 
the feedback of players.

“Good attempt at making chess AI, it works decently.
My suggestion for improvement is that the UI of the game could be 
better, for example make the possible movement of a piece available 
when the player click on it.” Nooshin

“ The programme is a bit laggy, probably due to the code not being 
optimised, try to see if you can make it more efficient But overall it is a 
nice work. The AI was quite challenging for me. There is also a bug



when you start a programme sometime one of the pieces moves but 
then when you make your first move it goes back” Shayan
In general the feedback from player tester were good. Just a couple of 
issues sometimes the programme get laggy and another issue was at 
the beginning of the game sometimes one of the pawn pieces moves 
but it goes to the right place when the player makes the first move.
  

Chapter 6, Conclusion: 

In general this project helped me a lot to gain a better understanding of 
artificial intelligence, how different parts of search algorithms need to 
work together in order to produce results. The problem which I 
encountered during the project was that most of the algorithms needed 
to work together in the programme, that is the reason it was quite hard 
to debug the programme when you had problems. I was able to solve 
this problem by multiple trials and errors. One of the areas in which I can 
add new improvements are the game interface. Click and drag was quite 
difficult for some users, I wanted to change the interface so when you 
click on the piece it would show you all of your possible options. Also the 
other  improvement which could be done is end game screen. The other 
part of the programme which needs some improvement is stability, as 
sometimes it gets laggy. In the end, I believe doing this project enabled 
me to have a better understanding of artificial intelligence.
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